
Navigating the
world of Cembrit 
colour. The system
is structured around
the unique colour
capabilities of
Cembrit cladding
boards, structured 
around four specific 
variables.

Cembrit
Cladding System

Coloured by the way you think



0 Grey

2 White

5 Yellow

1 Black

3 Red

6 Green

7 Blue
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Each colour group ranges from
soft, delicate, light tones to intense, 
saturated, dark colours, graduated 
over 61 standard colours. 

Cembrit standard colours are
specially selected to suit European 
architectural styles and building 
traditions.

COLOUR GROUP
The first number in the product 
ID describes the colour group:

SHADES OF SUCCESS
The second number in the 
product ID describes the  
shade of the surface.

The lightest shade of a colour
is defined by the number 0, 
while the deepest and most 
intense surface shade bears
the number 9.

BASE COLOUR
The third number in the product ID describes the core colour 
– the colour that’s visible on the edges, or if you make inserts or holes.
Sometimes this is an elegant match for the front surface of the board.
And sometimes it isn’t ever seen, or any colour difference simply
doesn’t matter.

TYPE OF BOARD
The letter that the product ID starts with 
describes the distinctive feature of that 
particular type of board.

0  Grey
1  Black
2  White
3  Red

5  Yellow
6  Green
7  Blue

Patina (P)
Cover (C)

Solid (S)
Transparent (T)



P 050

0

P 070S 070C 060

C 050C 040S 030 P 050

P 020C 020C 010 T 030

is your
perfect 
grey



easy

T 171

1

S 191T 171

C 160T 111S 101 S 131

is your
new
black





S 212

2

S 282T 262

P 222S 212C 210 T 242

is your
white
dream



C 360

3

C 390T 383C 380

S 353P 343S 334 C 360

P 323P 313C 300 P 333

is your
red hot
choice



C 570

5
C 570P 565

C 550P 545C 540 C 560

S 525T 515S 515 C 530

C 450

is your
code
yellow



P 626

6

S 676C 670S 656

C 640C 630P 626 C 650

C 610S 606C 600 S 616

is your
green
tomorrow



C 770

7

C 770

S 757S 747C 730 C 760

is your
favourite
blue



Cembrit Patina has a natural, textured surface.  
You can see the fibre and natural characteristics 
of the raw materials, and you can see and feel the 
sanding lines on the surface. As the seasons change 
and the years pass, the natural ageing of the fibre 
cement leaves subtle traces on the surface, and the 
cladding will gradually acquire a distinctive patina.

Cembrit Cover is the ideal solution if you prefer the 
strongest colours and bolder design statements.
The natural grey fibre-cement core is completely 
covered by a layer of water-based acrylic paint,  
with 26 standard Cembrit colours and more than 
2000 NCS®© colours to choose from.

Your choice. In addition to the range of 
colours and shades, Cembrit cladding boards 
are available with four groups performance 
and distinctive characteristics.

Cembrit PatinaCembrit Cover



Cembrit Transparent cladding boards combine the 
textured nuances and natural characteristics of the 
base board with a long lasting performance of the 
transparent top coat. The colour added to the fibre 
cement reveals and highlights the fibres and other 
raw materials that provide its strength and character.  
The extremely durable transparent coating then  
protects the board and ensures a smooth surface 
with a long service life.

The special thing about Cembrit Solid boards is that 
they’re the same colour all the way through. Each 
of the core colours is matched with a full-coverage 
painted surface in vibrant yet resilient colours.
This means if you choose Cembrit Solid boards 
to provide a façade with a particular colour, every 
board will feature that colour on every surface and 
edge, and with the same colour on the edges of any 
cut-outs or drilled holes.

Cembrit TransparentCembrit Solid



Paint performance

Cembrit cladding boards 
spend years, decades
and sometimes even
longer exposed to
harsh sunlight, big

temperature fluctuations 
and merciless weather

conditions. That’s why all 
the water-based acrylic 
paint we use features

high UV protection and
is certified for use in all
climates and in kinds

of weather.




